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There’s a powerful sense of change permeating
this year’s China Special. The shift from debtfuelled investment to a consumption-driven
economy is encouraging the growth of buyout
deals and heightened competition for deals is
pushing up multiples.
Those at the forefront of the buyout revolution, such as private equity firms CITIC Capital and ShawKwei & Partners, readily admit it
hasn’t all been plain sailing.
Yichen Zhang, the founder of CITIC Capital, concedes China simply wasn’t ready for
a US-style buyout approach when his firm
entered the market in 2002. “We did deals
that were challenging,” he says (p. 15).
And while the climate for buyout deals has
improved markedly – the one-child policy has
left China’s 16 million companies desperately
short of successors – there are worries that
Chinese businesses still don’t fully appreciate
the digital transformation required to adapt to
Industry 4.0, says Kyle Shaw, founder of midmarket specialist ShawKwei (p. 20).
There are also some powerful new investors
on the block. China’s internet giants, Baidu,
Alibaba and Tencent (or BAT for short), are
heightening competition for assets across the
region.
Like Japan’s SoftBank, which itself was
behind a $5.5 billion investment in ridehailing company Didi Chuxing last year, they
have deep pockets and a long-term perspective. Their buying sprees of everything from
cloud computing companies to logistics and
AI companies are changing the private equity
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

investment story, and Asia-Pacific GPs may have
to take a page from BAT’s playbook, as Carmela
Mendoza reports (p. 12).
The growing might of the BAT trio comes
as increased competition for domestic deals
is forcing Chinese funds to look overseas for
opportunities. Baker McKenzie partners Bee
Chun Boo and William Holder describe how
Chinese acquirers have moved from simply
providing “pricing tension” in auctions to being
credible contenders and now buyers overseas,
with Germany and the UK particularly attractive markets (p. 10).
Quite how the tensions over US-China
trade tariffs will hit this buoyant deal climate
remains to be seen. GPs and portfolio companies were in “wait-and-see-mode”, as we went
to press (p. 14). While most observers believe
the two countries will pull back from a fullscale trade war, costs for businesses importing
from China are likely to increase and capital
flows between the two countries have been
affected.
That’s all the more reason to play the long
game, with the next decade set to favour thematic investors that focus on China’s evolving
mid-market, says Chris Lerner, head of Asia
for Eaton Partners (p. 24).
If all this talk of a vibrant buyout market
makes you want to visit Shanghai, then turn
to p. 28 where, in a new feature called Local
Lowdown, Shanghai-based Lerner and fellow
resident Sun Dayi of Haiyi Capital detail everything from the main LPs to meet to which
building has the most jaw-dropping view in
the world’s most populous city.
Enjoy the supplement

Graeme Kerr
e: graeme.k@peimedia.com
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OVERVIEW

MARKET DRIVERS

Seven key trends in Chinese PE
China’s private equity market is maturing to a more
consumption-driven model, with sector-specific funds
growing in popularity, market participants say
With deal volumes close to a five-year
high and fundraising expected to grow in
2018, there are signs the Chinese economy
is shifting towards a more distinct buyout
model.
So what are the factors likely to propel
this enticing private equity market forward
in the years to come? Private Equity International has sifted through the fundraising
and deal data and talked to major players.
Here are the seven key trends that emerge
in China’s private equity industry:

1

BUYOUT DEALS ARE ON THE RISE

The Chinese private equity market
is maturing. As the world’s most populous
country shifts from a reliance on debtfuelled investment to a consumption-driven
economy, the private equity industry is
starting to shift from growth capital to
buyout deals.
“As the economy matures and focuses
overall on efficiency improvement rather
than growth, buyouts will become more
dominant,” says Yichen Zhang, founder of
CITIC Capital, which won Firm of theYear
in China in the latest PEI Awards.
It’s a gradual change, but one that is set
to intensify in the years to come, market
participants say.
“China buyouts are evolving – how
they will take their final shape has yet to
be seen. But we are all on the learning curve
and climbing that learning curve fast,” Wu
Shangzhi, the founder and chairman of
CDH Investments, one of China’s oldest
private equity firms, told PEI last year.

4

2

PAN-ASIA IS THE ORDER
OF THE DAY

China-focused funds in 2017 raised a total
of $8.1 billion, down from the $17.3 billion
raised in 2016, as investors poured more
capital into pan-Asia funds.
Of the $8.1 billion for China,
$6.25 billion came from 19 domestic fund
managers. Among the largest funds were
the $1.6 billion CITIC Capital China Partners III and the $1.3 billion Orchid Asia
VII, according to PEI data.
The average size of China-focused funds
fell from $640 million in 2016 to $386
million in 2017.
But China-focused fundraising for 2018
seems to be on a growth trajectory. Longstanding firms CDH Investments, CITIC
PE and Hopu Investment Management are
targeting between $2 billion and $2.5 billion for their latest vehicles.
While buyout deals are regarded as
having a bright future, it should be noted
that venture capital and growth equity
remain the most favoured strategies,
attracting 84 percent of capital from the
China-focused managers.
That compares with just 8 percent for
buyouts and 8 percent for funds of funds
and co-investments.

3

SECTOR-FOCUSED FUNDRAISING
IS ON THE RISE

As China’s private equity market matures,
sector-specific funds are becoming more
popular, particularly those focused on tech.
TMT-focused funds made up 64 percent
private equity international

Minority
stakes are
fine when
everything is growing
but if you have a dip
it’s difficult to drive
value from a minority
position
Guido Justen

of sector-specific funds in 2017, followed
by healthcare at 13 percent, biotech and
consumer goods, each with 5 percent, and
cleantech and renewables at 3 percent, PEI
data show.
“In terms of sectors, the economy overall is shifting more from investment-driven
to consumption-driven. And the next generation is more focused on better living so
consumption upgrade is a major theme,”
says Zhang.
may 201 8
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SIZING UP THE MARKET

China-focused private equity fundraising
$bn
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compared with 278 in 2016, according to
data from S&P Global Market Intelligence.
The UK was the most favoured deal
destination, with $18.5 billion of deals,
equivalent to 44 percent of the overall
$49.3 billion of China outbound deals.The
US came second at $8.8 billion and Hong
Kong was third at $7.9 billion.
A major force behind the increase in
deal value and size are technology-related
transactions, which made up the largest
chunk (36 percent) of overall deal value for
the year. Big-ticket deals last year included
SoftBank Group’s $5.5 billion investment
in ride-hailing company Didi Chuxing,
KKR’s $200 million investment in finance
management platform Shenzhen Suishou
Technology and Warburg Pincus’s $180 million series D investment in business park
operator D&J.
Industrials, consumer discretionary
and telecommunication services sectors
recorded $14.8 billion, $11.1 billion and
$9.3 billion worth of deals, respectively.
But there are worries that the tech
sector may be overheating “For growth
deals there is still a lot of capital chasing
the internet and new economy but valuations can appear bubbly,” says Zhang.

5

THE INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE

4

DEAL VOLUME IS STRONG

Investments made by China-focused
private equity and venture capital firms
reached $86.9 billion in 2017, significantly
higher than the $67.3 billion recorded in
2016, and closer to the five-year high of
$88.7 billion in 2015. Domestic deals
numbered 754, up slightly from the previous year’s 658. Meanwhile, outbound
deals, although still heavily scrutinised by
state regulators, climbed to 315 in 2017,
m ay 2018

IS CHANGING

For growth
deals there
is still a lot
of capital chasing
the internet and new
economy but valuations
can appear bubbly
Yichen Zhang
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

The LP universe has expanded significantly in recent years. The big insurers
have embraced alternatives as have wealth
platforms such as CreditEase Wealth Management and Noah Holdings.The big statebacked conglomerates are also showing an
interest in private equity.
“A lot of Chinese state-owned enterprises are now investing in private equity
funds. In the past they would typically make
the [direct] investment themselves. Now ››

5
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they are more willing to participate as
an LP,” says Bee Chun Boo, a Beijing-based
partner with law firm Baker McKenzie.

››

THE RISE OF TECHNOLOGY

IT, industrials, consumer
and materials are the
growth sectors over
the last three years, in
terms of total deal value

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
$15.6bn
$31.5bn

TO CEDE CONTROL

INDUSTRIALS
$6.9bn
$14.8bn

2014
2017

6

COMPANIES ARE MORE WILLING

CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
$6.1bn
$11.2bn

MATERIALS
$1.1bn
$6.9bn

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence Screening

Private equity money increasingly comes
with a previously unusual feature of dealmaking in China: majority control. Bain &
Company’s Asia-Pacific Private Equity Report
2018 says that more company owners are
willing to cede control, labelling it “an
important transformation”.
This is a crucial change for a number
of reasons, not least the ability to drive
operational change in a slowing economy.
“Minority stakes are fine when everything is growing but if you have a dip it’s
difficult to drive value from a minority position,” says Guido Justen, head of alternatives
at the German fund investor Helaba Invest.

7

SUCCESSION REPRESENTS AN
OPPORTUNITY

David Pierce, managing director and head
of Asia for HQ Capital, says China’s onechild policy has a large part to play in the
growing acceptance of private equity control becuase of the lack of successors for the
owners of family-run businesses. There are
more than 16 million companies set up in
China, of which 86 percent are individuallyor family-owned.
“The biggest driver for increased majority control deals lies in Chinese history. In
1979 the country opened to joint foreign
enterprises,” says Pierce.
“Private business only started in the
mid-1980s. Many of the people that
started those companies are now in their
50s and 60s and typically have only one
family member able to take on operational
management of company because of the
one-child policy.
“Now in many cases that child may not
have the ability or interest in taking over, so
owners are now looking to sell.” n
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US-CHINA TARIFFS

Braced for a trade war
GPs and portfolio
companies are in
wait-and-see mode
as the US and China
engage in a tit-fortat battle over tariffs,
writes Marine Cole
Having just dealt with the repercussions of US tax reforms on their
business, private equity firms and
their portfolio companies are now
bracing for the potential impact
of escalating trade tariffs between
China and the US.
US President Donald Trump
raised duties on foreign steel and
aluminium imports in March. Later
that month, he announced plans to
impose additional duties on up to
$60 billion-worth of Chinese goods
and limit China’s investment in the
US, in retaliation for alleged intellectual property theft.
China retaliated to the steel tariffs in early April by imposing higher
duties on $3 billion on US goods.The
additional tariffs of either 15 percent
or 25 percent on 128 US goods will
hit rural America the hardest, targeting, meat, fruits, nuts and wine
exports among others.
While these tariffs will clearly
increase costs for private equitybacked companies in the affected
sectors, the real challenge for investors is the difficulty of predicting
exactly which goods will be taxed
higher if the trade war worsens.
“Really the only story for private
equity investors is uncertainty,” says
David Adelman, a partner with law
m ay 2018

firm Reed Smith. Adelman, a former
US ambassador to Singapore, represents private equity investors who
invest in China as well as funds that
seek capital flows out of China.
“This unfortunate uncertainty
that has resulted from the protectionist tendencies of the Trump
trade policy team had some impact
on the confidence investors have and
frankly capital flows in both directions have been affected,” he says.
While markets won’t know for
some time exactly how the rising
trade tensions hit the import and
export markets, businesses with
parts of their supply chain in China
or those importing goods from
China face an unpredictable future.
“Unfortunately, when you look
across private equity, particularly
mid-market manufacturing, retailers and consumer goods businesses,
there are a lot of companies importing significant quantities of goods
from China,” says Jeremy Swan,
national director of CohnReznick’s
financial sponsors and financial services industry practice.
“We would expect increasing costs
for a lot of those businesses, which
would obviously impact profitability.”
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

Growing
concerns:
exporters of
agricultural
products to China
could be among
the hardest hit

Capital
flows
in both
directions
have been
affected
David
Adelman

As more details come out, firms
will be able to determine more
precisely the increase in costs and
whether moving to suppliers and
importers in non-tariff countries
makes sense from a financial perspective.
Portfolio companies selling to
the Chinese market, particularly in
the agricultural arena, will also be
impacted.
Swan believes PE-backed businesses won’t dramatically change
the way they operate, though.
“I’m not sure we’re going to see
a huge surge in private equity firms
exiting businesses that have close
ties or heavy imports from China,”
he says. “I think it will be more of a
rationalisation of values.”
Just like it did with developments
leading to the US tax reform, the
private equity community is keeping a close eye on announcements
from the administration regarding
whether the new tariffs will take
place and in which form.
“The conversations I’m having
about this issue with our clients is
‘How much of this is talk and how
much of this is real’,” says Adelman. n
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News timeline: China
The technology sector figured strongly as China
continued to hit the headlines at Private Equity
International over the last 12 months

China Media Capital
expands LP base
China Media Capital
Partners held a final close
on its second media and
entertainment fund at
its $600 million hardcap, garnering most of
the capital from new
institutional investors such
as sovereign wealth funds,
US pension funds and
funds of funds. Despite
the broader capital
base, the majority of the
Beijing-headquartered
firm’s existing limited
partners also re-upped
their commitments in the
first close.

CITIC Capital collects $1.6bn for third fund
Hong Kong-based CITIC Capital Partners
wrapped up fundraising for the US dollardenominated pool of its latest Chinafocused vehicle, collecting $1.57 billion
from its investors against a $1.2 billion
target. The firm launched CITIC Capital
China Partners III in May 2016, seeking to
corral a combination of US dollars and yuan
with a combined target of $2 billion.

may 2017

june 2017

july 2017

China Life, Baidu team up for $1bn tech fund
China Life Insurance Company and Chinese internet company
Baidu launched a $1 billion private equity fund to invest in
internet and technology companies. China Life will contribute
5.6 billion yuan to the fund while Baidu will contribute up
to 1.4 billion yuan. The fund will focus on mid- to late-stage
China-linked internet companies including mobile internet,
artificial intelligence and internet finance firms.

8

China outbound rules to boost M&A funds
New guidance on outbound transactions from
China’s State Council is expected to increase the
number of China M&A funds targeting specific
industries such as manufacturing. ‘Encouraged
transactions’ include infrastructure projects in the
Belt and Road Initiative, high-tech businesses as
well as energy resources and will benefit from
preferential taxation, foreign exchange, insurance,
customs and information sharing.

TPG hires ex-Warburg head as China managing
partner
Chang Sun, former chairman for Asia-Pacific
at Warburg Pincus, joined TPG as managing
partner, China. In the new role Sun will head TPG’s
investment activities in China across TPG Capital
Asia, TPG Growth and The Rise Fund. The hire
came as the firm raised its seventh Asia-focused
buyout fund TPG Asia VII, which has a target of $4.5
billion.

august 2017

Newly-merged Aberdeen
Standard names China
head
Amy Wang, former head
of institutional business
for Greater China at
Amundi Pioneer Asset
Management, joined
the Shanghai office of
Aberdeen Standard
Investments to head its
onshore China business.
Wang became the firm’s
senior representative
in China and general
manager of its Wholly
Foreign Owned Enterprise,
which allows a fund
manager to raise funds
onshore and invest capital
without a Chinese partner.

private equity international

september 2017

october 2017

China Everbright latest firm to bet
on chip technology
Hong Kong-based private equity firm
China Everbright (CEL) and venture capital
firm Walden International are seeking $500
million for their new private equity vehicle
focused on the semiconductor industry, a
move in line with the aggressive expansion
into the sector by its peers and Chinese
corporates. The pair will co-manage the
vehicle but CEL will anchor the fund,
named Walden CEL Global Fund I, with a
$100 million commitment.

may 201 8
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China dominates Asia dealflow in H1
Big ticket deals in China exceeding $300 million
dominated the investment landscape in the first half the
year, reflecting the maturity of the private capital market in
the country, according to data from the Emerging Markets
Private Equity Association. China dwarfed South Korea,
India and South-East Asia with $8.4 billion worth of private
equity deals.

Anbang Insurance put under
regulatory control
China’s financial regulators
took control of Anbang
Insurance Group and charged
former chairman Wu Xiaohui
with “economic crimes”. The
Chinese government seized
control of the Waldorf Astoria
hotel in New York and other
properties around the world
owned by Anbang, one of
China’s most prolific cross
border investors.

China deals into the US drop 81%
The total value of deals by Chinese firms investing in US
assets plummeted 81 percent, from a record $56.7 billion
in 2016 to $10.7 billion in 2017, according to a report from
law firm White & Case. China was the third-largest inbound
M&A investor into the US in 2016, but ranked only seventh
during 2017 in terms of deal value.

Vision Fund strikes healthcare deals
SoftBank Vision Fund made its
first foray into Chinese healthcare,
investing in the final pre-IPO round
of financing of Ping An Good
Doctor, a medical service app
backed by the Shenzhen-based
insurer Ping An Insurance Group,
and also the A round financing of
Ping An Healthcare Technology,
which raised $1.15 billion.

CDH: China is on a buyout learning curve
Private equity in China is slowly shifting away from growth
capital towards a developing buyout model, according
to Wu Shangzhi, the founder and chairman of CDH
Investments, one of the country’s oldest private equity
firms. “China buyouts are evolving – how they will take
their final shape has yet to be seen. But we are all on the
learning curve and climbing that learning curve fast,” Wu
told PEI.

november 2017

december 2017

january 2018

february 2018

march 2018

april 2018

Insurance regulator gets
tough on PE
The China Insurance
Regulatory Commission
brought in new rules
that restrict the asset
management arms of
Chinese insurers from
investing in domestic
private equity schemes
that offer fixed returns.
The regulator said such
funds serve as “disguised
channels” for raising local
government debt.

CPPIB takes long-term view on China
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board
is taking a long-term approach to its
asset allocation in China. “CPPIB is a
long-term investor in China, and we
are well positioned to contribute to
fostering a long-term oriented market
environment that supports our partners,
portfolio companies and ultimately
benefits the CPP Fund,” Mark Machin,
chief executive of CPPIB, said.

China Renaissance holds $600m first close
Huaxing Growth Capital, the asset management arm of
the tech-focused investment bank China Renaissance,
held a first close on its latest yuan-denominated fund on
4 billion yuan ($604 million; €510 million). Huaxing began
fundraising for RMB Fund III in mid-2017. It is targeting to
raise between 5.5 billion yuan and 6 billion yuan at final
close, its largest fund to date.

m ay 2018
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KEYNOTE INTERVIEW: BAKER MCKENZIE

OUTBOUND DEALS

Breaking out
Baker McKenzie partners
Bee Chun Boo and William
Holder describe a Chinese
private equity industry
looking overseas for deals

Private equity in China is powering forward.
At the heart of the Asia-Pacific region, the
Greater China area of China, Hong Kong
and Taiwan saw $73 billion of private equity
transactions take place last year, up 15 percent on 2016. The same three markets saw
a hearty $48 billion of combined exits.
Beijing-based Baker McKenzie partner
Bee Chun Boo and London-based partner
William Holder explain how Chinese managers are contending with stiff competition for assets from multiple sources of
abundant capital.
As the Chinese economy

continues

to

reform, where are Chinabased managers focusing
their attention?

In the past
Chinese funds have been very
focused on the domestic market
but competition is fierce and good
assets are scarce. Chinese private equity has
been forced to look outside.That has led to
an increase in outbound activity, which is
going from strength to strength.
A lot of local managers that in the past
were very focused on renminbi funds are
raising offshore vehicles to participate in
offshore transactions. Investee companies
are looking overseas so it’s very natural for
managers to team up with them and other
strategic partners and LPs to look at outbound deals.
Bee Chun Boo:

The sentiment
in China is that
it is going to be
very difficult to do a deal
in the US, particularly in
the high-tech space
Bee Chun Boo

10

What markets are GPs targeting?
William Holder: A lot of Chinese GPs
are looking to deploy capital particularly
into Western Europe or the US. We are
working on a number of processes now
where multiple Chinese funds have participated in the auction. When you look at
private equity international

European and US sellers there has been a
significant shift over the past decade from
seeing Chinese acquirers as being useful for
pricing tension to credible contenders and
now to buyers. In Europe, Germany and the
UK still see the largest volume and value of
deals and then certain countries have spikes,
like Portugal. Italy and Hungary have also
been active markets for Chinese investors.
BCB: If you want brands, consumer goods

and technology, Europe is a
great destination for
Chinese investment.
But if you look at
other sectors, such
as EMI [energy,
mining and infrastructure] and
maybe even agriculture, you see Chinese
investors go everywhere.
Latin America was very quiet
for a while but has become very popular
within the last one to two years.
What impact has the hostile rhetoric
from the Trump administration and
increased Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) scrutiny
had on Chinese acquirers?

We are currently involved in a few
deals that are going through the CFIUS
approval process. It has been quite painful.
Based on what has happened over the last
few months and the number of Chinese
deals that have been rejected or forced to
withdraw, the sentiment in China is that it
is going to be very difficult to do a deal in
the US, particularly in the high-tech space.
In other sectors, people are willing to look
at the US but for anything to do with technology, for instance handling large amounts

BCB:
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of data, investors are consciously trying to
avoid the US and are looking at Europe.
WH: It has become a very fluid situation par-

ticularly in the past few months. The US
focus has shifted from national security concerns to “technology transfer”. But there are
still deals to be done outside of technology
transfer. From a European perspective, there
is noise from Brussels about strengthening
foreign investment reviews. That process is
at the early stages. The sense in the UK is
that it’s very much open for business. Not
withstanding some of the regulatory issues,
Chinese private equity and pools of capital
will continue to be part of the European and
US M&A landscape.
What effect do domestic restrictions
have on outbound deal activity?

Transactions in sectors such as real
estate, entertainment, football clubs and
hotels are subject to a more rigorous
approval process. For these kinds of deals
it’s still going to be difficult to get the necessary government approvals unless acquirers can demonstrate that there is a strong
strategic value. If you’re not doing a deal
within those sectors then it’s pretty much
still business as usual.
There was a slight dip in activity at the
end of last year when there was talk about
the government restricting capital outflows
because of currency concerns but that phase
has passed. It doesn’t seem as if capital controls pose a major issue right now.

BCB:

Are Chinese regulators shining a
spotlight on any other areas?
BCB: The government is keeping a close eye

on bogus private equity funds set up offshore to provide onshore LPs with a route
to transfer money overseas. There will be
m ay 2018

more scrutiny on these structures. Managers need to demonstrate that theirs is a
real private equity fund that will make real
investments. My LP clients have obtained
the necessary approvals to invest into wellestablished private equity funds.
Are you seeing a more diverse set

There are
few Chinese
infrastructure
funds but you can assume
that will develop
William Holder

of LPs looking at China?
BCB: A lot of Chinese state-owned enter-

prises are now investing in private equity
funds. In the past they would typically make
the direct investment themselves. Now they
are more willing to participate as an LP.
The other trend is many securities firms in
China are setting up private equity funds.
Many of them already have funds but they
are generally quite small and not as active
as traditional private equity vehicles. They
are ramping up efforts to set up larger
funds to partner with their clients to do
offshore deals.

the majority or 100 percent owner of the
asset. Co-investment is a wider interpretation of the consortium deal.
The other characteristic of outbound
transactions is that many have a China angle,
for instance acquiring a company with a
product or technology or knowhow that
enables the buyer to leverage some assets
or situation back in China. Hony Capital
did it with Pizza Express. They acquired
the brand and the knowhow and rolled out
the UK restaurant chain across China and
Hong Kong.

What are the advantages of partnering up?

Many outbound deals
tend to be consortium
deals where there is
more than one party
on the buy-side.
One classic example is a private
equity fund teaming up with a listed
strategic in China.
Often the fund originates
deals and finds a financing partner in the List-Co. From the List-Co point
of view it gives them an access to international markets that they might not have
otherwise had. Sometimes the fund has its
exit pre-baked into the deal, maybe in two
to five years when the List-Co will become

WH:
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Funds like Hony and CITIC PE
(currently targeting $2 billion for
its latest China vehicle) are significant in size. How easy is it
for mega funds to deploy
capital?
WH: Dependent on the strat-

egy and the diversification of
the fund and where it is trying
to deploy its money, then they
are at least equal to any of the
other large US or European funds
being raised at the moment. One added
advantage for them might be the extent that
they have interests in infrastructure related
to China’s Belt and Road Initiative to develop
projects across Asia. Currently there are few
Chinese infrastructure funds but you can
assume that will develop. n
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Tech titans turn to PE
With deep pockets and a long-term perspective,
China’s BAT internet trio are changing the private equity
investment story, writes Carmela Mendoza
China’s three technology titans, Baidu, Alibaba Group Holdings and Tencent Holdings (BAT), have long been seeking out new
markets to move out of their core businesses, becoming the go-to investor for
many companies. It’s a buying spree that
means the powerhouse trio often come
head-to-head with private equity firms in
deals.
Tencent, which dominates mobile messaging in China, has operations that spread
across communications, media, entertainment, payment systems, online advertising,
apartment rental services and bike sharing.
E-commerce giant Alibaba has backed
online shopping platforms, cloud computing companies, video hosting services and
online payments.
Meanwhile, search engine Baidu has
made investments in electric vehicle
makers, food delivery, logistics, biotech,
medical imaging and artificial intelligence
companies.
Apart from Japan’s SoftBank, no other
Asian group comes close to having the deep
pockets of these three. And unlike private
equity fund managers they never have to
return money to their backers.
FRIEND OR FOE?

It’s no surprise that Bain & Company highlighted that the BAT trio, along with sovereign wealth funds, pension funds and large
corporations, are heightening competition
for assets across the region. According to its
Asia-Pacific Private Equity Report 2017, the
abundance of players makes it increasingly
difficult to find attractive proprietary transactions in the Asia-Pacific region. “That has

12

helped drive already steep Asia-Pacific multiples to unprecedented levels, even as GDP
growth slows across the region and interest
rates begin to rise, blunting two powerful
sources of value.”
A year on and results from Bain’s AsiaPacific Private Equity Report 2018 show the
same findings: strategic or corporate buyers
remain a big competitive threat for AsiaPacific GPs.
Large Chinese companies are also driving up competition in South-East Asia, as
Kelvin Poa, Asia-Pacific head of private
equity at Baker McKenzie, tells Private Equity
International.
“One thing we’ve observed very clearly
over the last 24 months is that competition
for deals in the region is not just among
private equity funds, but also from local
conglomerates, family offices and Chinese
corporate buyers who are very active and
willing to pay a higher price for assets especially those with a strategic value to them.”
A Hong Kong-based, China-focused GP,
meanwhile, points out that it all depends on
the acquisition target. “For example, we are
looking to close a deal in K-12 education, a
bricks-and-mortar offline tutoring centre.
Do I see BAT as a competitor? Yes and no.”
He explains that the nature of the business does not come into direct conflict with
the space BAT is focused on. But any one
of the three giants could act as a strategic partner to enhance the business online
after the firm has grown the company postacquisition.
“It’s tough because they are strategic players. For an online business they
can bring in a lot of traffic that a private
private equity international

equity firm cannot, and they do pose a huge
threat,” he says.
China’s tech titans have been shaking up
more than the tech sector, expanding their
reach into the finance sector in recent years.
All three now have representation in peerto-peer lending, online wallets, online banking, crowdfunding and online insurance.
In 2013, Tencent became a founding
shareholder of Zhong An Insurance, along
with Alibaba and Ping An Insurance. Tencent also has joint ventures with UK-based
insurer Aviva and Taiwan’s Fubon Financial
to sell Fubon’s insurance products on its
WeChat platform.
Baidu banded together in November
2015 with private equity firm Hillhouse
Capital and German insurer Allianz to
launch a digital insurance company in
may 201 8
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THE BAT BUYING SPREE
Baidu

$80.5bn
Market cap

$1.9bn (2013)
91 Boyuan Wireless (Chinese app store)
$31.3m (2013)
Beijing Huanxiang Zongheng Chinese
Literature (online literature platform)

Alibaba

For an online
business they
can bring
in a lot of traffic that
a private equity firm
cannot, and they do
pose a huge threat
Hong Kong-based GP

$495bn
Market cap

$4.7bn (2014)
UCWeb (Chinese mobile browser provider)
$2.39bn (2016)
AGTech Holdings (HK-listed lottery systems company)
$262m (2015)
South China Morning Post (HK newspaper)

Tencent

$506.7bn

Market cap

$8.6bn (2016)
Supercell (Finnish game developer)
$2.7bn (2016)
China Music (online music streaming company)

China, while Alibaba’s mobile payment platform Ant Financial has struck partnerships
with China Taikang, MassMutual Asia and
Cathay Century Insurance.
NEW BREED OF GPS

In search of dealflow and more capital,
the trio have also ventured into the asset
management space in the last three years.
In January this year, Baidu teamed up
with Asia Mobility Industries for a $200
million venture fund, Apollo Southeast Asia,
to invest in ASEAN mobility solutions. In
August 2017, the search engine behemoth
banded with China Life Insurance Group to
form a 7 billion yuan ($1 billion; €810 million) private equity fund, targeting middle
to later stage internet, artificial intelligence
and internet finance companies. In 2016,
m ay 2018

Baidu established a 20 billion yuan investment fund called Baidu Capital, which
will back internet-related deals between
$50 million and $100 million.
Investors around the world are taking
notice of China’s most powerful investors.
At the Asia Private Equity Forum in Hong
Kong in January, Suyi Kim, head of AsiaPacific for Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board, said private equity’s “next generation” of managers will include captive platforms from tech companies such as Alibaba,
Tencent, JD.com and SoftBank
Kim explained that this next breed of
GPs will have the added advantage of their
deep knowledge in technology as well as
vast network of new economy companies
in sourcing deals and adding value. A Hong
Kong-based placement agent with ties to
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

one of the tech giants adds that the companies have had no problem staffing up, with
most of the senior executives “well-versed
in both the corporate side and investment
community side, and alliances will be struck
from time to time”.
Miranda Tang, managing director at
CLSA Capital Partners, said she sees BAT
more as partners than competitors. “When
our deal team reviews a transaction we find
comfort in knowing that one of these three
companies is an investor or it has participated in follow-on rounds. In fact, GPs like
us benefit from BAT’s acquisitive nature in
the region.We see them as a sounding board
in terms of how confident they are in the
investee company. BAT are also potential
trade sale buyers for us.”
In today’s environment of high levels of
dry powder and heady deal-making, firms
that capitalise on rapidly developing technology are the clear winners. And as BAT
hunts for the next source of disruption (or
next unicorn), private equity firms may have
to take a page from BAT’s playbook.
BAT are no longer just influencing Chinese consumers, they are also disrupting the
financial services industry. “I think private
equity firms globally are accepting this is a
reality,” the placement agent says. “Are they
competitors or partners of private equity?
It’s both – there are no clear leaders and
alliances, everything depends on the deals
they can strike today.” n
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Building bridges
Cynicism about China is waning as its markets mature,
Idinvest Partners’ Solomon Moos tells Carmela Mendoza

subsidiary. In addition, the government
rolled out business-friendly incentives.
How do European companies view

Paris-based manager Idinvest
Partners set up its Shanghai
outpost last year to provide
support for its portfolio companies. Solomon Moos, who
handles its corporate development in Asia, says the move is
helping foster corporate partnerships
in China.
What is Idinvest doing in China?

The Shanghai office has two roles –
one is to cover China and the rest of the
Asian region as we promote our image as
lead European investor for European SMEs.
The second is to help the companies we
invest in come to China, build connections and help them in their developments.
We chose Shanghai and not Hong Kong,
because we believe Shanghai is a window
to the future. We wanted to have access to
both the investment side and operational
development of our companies.

How does a China strategy fit into a European
business portfolio?

China has become an important market on the world
scene. There’s also been better
communications and education
about the Chinese market. This has
helped entrepreneurs grasp what China
is. And as soon as you start understanding better, you don’t fear that much. The
cynicism about the Chinese market has
waned and Europeans have become more
interested.
In some ways you also see that the
market is maturing a bit and that is always
good.This brings an environment that they
are more used to. For example, the legal
framework is becoming more efficient and
comprehensible.The Chinese government is
also aiming to enhance intellectual property
laws to provide better protection and to
simplify the process of establishing a China

China and Chinese partnerships?

Ten years ago, European companies’ main
international focus was the US. However,
for the past three to four years there has
been an enormous change in mindset. The
US is still very important, but China has
become a crucial element of the equation.
A lot of entrepreneurs were working in
key innovation sectors such as cloud computing, biotechnology, smart cities and
clean technology. And they were afraid of
coming to China because they thought they
would lose their IP. Now the mindset has
changed radically and there is more confidence in local partners. The market is now
more open and friendly towards these partnerships. European companies understand
they can’t do it alone, and it’s important to
find the right partners in China.
What has changed since setting up
your Shanghai outpost in 2016?

We had partners in China before we
established an office. With a team on the
ground now, we are nurturing relationships
with local partners including state-owned
companies, listed companies and the big
technology firms, as well as institutional
investors and government agencies. We
already have this network in Europe, and
are trying to replicate it in China and Asia.
Where else in Asia do you favour?

Singapore is a market we have
already been covering. Singapore has a good
financial structure and is an entryway to
Asia. Korea is very interesting, too. Investors
there are very open and mature in their
portfolio diversification strategies. n

Forward looking: Shanghai offers a ‘window to the future’
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DEAL STRATEGY

Riding the buyout wave
Adapting a US buyout model to China requires patience, local know-how and a
willingness to learn from your mistakes, says Yichen Zhang, the founder of CITIC Capital
CITIC Capital, the winner of Firm of the
Year in China in the 2017 Private Equity
International Awards, pulled off a string of
notable deals last year including the acquisition of the McDonald’s franchise in China
and Hong Kong. Founder Yichen Zhang and
senior managing directors Eric Xin and
Boon Chew tell Carmela Mendoza how the
Hong Kong-headquartered firm is reaping
the dividends of early mover advantage in
China’s booming buyout market.

different angle from growth, venture or
minority shareholding deals.With McDonald’s, for example, we needed to know how
to incentivise the management team. We
helped them grow stores and we implemented digital payment systems.

How has your China buyout strategy
evolved?
Yichen Zhang: We started our buyout strat-

egy in 2002. In retrospect, that was too early
– we were left trying to force a strategy
onto a market that was not quite ready for
it. We did deals that were challenging, but
persevered to strengthen our team and build
an operating talent pool. Now, everyone is
talking about doing buyouts in China and we
have an early mover advantage as it takes at
least one fund cycle to build a team.
GPs in China are shifting to buyouts
as fund sizes increase. How do you
position yourself in the market?
Boon Chew: The market for China buyouts

is not yet that competitive. Pan-Asian players compete, but if it’s a China asset, we
are much better resourced locally. All our
operating partners are China-focused and
we have a much bigger footprint than any
of the pan-Asian firms.
Eric Xin: The Chinese buyout market is large

enough for a lot of players but needs more
players to educate it. We are privileged as
we have a long history and more buyout
m ay 2018

Now, everyone
is talking about
doing buyouts
in China and we have an
early mover advantage
Yichen Zhang

experience than our peers. We know how
to control companies, make money and deal
with difficult situations.We have also made
mistakes, learnt so much and accumulated
a lot of unique experience. Moreover, in
the last 15 years, we have recruited close
to 100 executives for the companies we
controlled – the pool becomes a base for
our operating partner programme. More
importantly, we have built a team that is
consistent in evaluations of companies and
know the right time to exit.This is a critical
success factor in private equity.
How has your experience helped?
EX: We

look at deals from a totally

the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

YZ: It always comes down to brands and
people. With each of our deals, you can
see the trust and comfort that our team
has developed with the portfolio company.
There are a number of Chinese players
that have a good brand, but I’m not just
talking about the language. It is more
about how to run an international business professionally.
What’s the secret to adapting a US
or European buyout strategy for
China?

Buyouts make up over 80 percent of
overall deal value in the US and Europe.
The number is much smaller in China but
as the economy matures there’s no doubting the direction it is going in. And because
we’ve been focused on buyouts all along,
the wind is behind us. We are taking a lot
of the Western know-how around buyouts,
localising it and adapting it to China.
Successful buyout groups in the US
and Europe know how to evaluate management teams and change them, how to
dictate strategies, monitor their portfolio
companies and bring operating resources to
bear.They also have the expertise to execute
more complicated strategies like corporate
carve-outs and roll-ups. Not many private
equity firms have the resources to do all
those things, but I think our firm is already
at that point today. We have the people ››

BC:
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who have the mindset, the confidence,
comfort level and support system internally
– we don’t need to be reliant on others
to dictate the strategy or direction of the
business. That’s what we are continuing to
build within the firm.
››

How do you add value to your com-

Portfolio mix:
both McDonald’s
and Wall Street
English were
buyouts of China
businesses from
multinationals
while CIBTvisas
was looking to
enter the Chinese
market

panies?
BC: It’s all about China. If you look at CIBT-

visas, for example, it is by far the largest
B2B visa processing business in the world.
CIBT processes over 1.3 million visas a year.
The entire American market – CIBT’s largest – processes eight million visas a year.
CIBT had no presence in China until we
invested in it in May 2017. Today they do
and the Chinese market now is almost six
times larger than the US.
The opportunity in China is so large
and prominent that CIBT management
wanted an investor who could give them
access.That’s where we add the most value
in our cross-border acquisitions – defining
the right strategy and bringing in the right
resources and relationships.
EX: Before we invested in the leading mat-

tress manufacturer King Koil, it was pretty
much a B2B business: 65 percent of its
business came from hotels and retail only
accounted for 35 percent of revenue.When
we invested, the company was struggling
and growth was slowing. Our team turned
it into a retail player, opened 200 stores
in two years, streamlined its supply chain,

We are taking
a lot of the
Western knowhow around buyouts and
localising it and adapting
it to China
Boon Chew
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Xin (left):
experience is key
Chew (right): more
corporate carve-outs

created a retail brand on shopping website
Taobao and built a new strong team driving retail sales.When we exited, retail business accounted for 65 percent of revenue,
EBITDA had doubled in two years and we
exited at much higher multiples.

For McDonald’s, we promised within six
months of signing we would close the deal,
and we did exactly that.
You put all that together, and that’s a
huge advantage for us. That is why we get
the deals and we don’t overpay.

How do you get the best deals over-

Has CITIC Capital experienced any

seas?

challenges with the acquisitions

YZ: First, it’s down to the brand. In the case

made overseas?

of McDonald’s, for example, they wanted
to continue the business and find the right
partner for the franchise. The negotiation
was not about pricing – we put in a very
reasonable bid and in the end EBITDA grew
by 36 percent, so we actually paid an even
lower multiple. The company did not negotiate with us on price, they just wanted
the right partner, and they wanted CITIC
Capital. That was very clear.
Deal certainty is also a concern. Each of
these deals goes through anti-trust reviews
in China and other regulatory reviews.
With us the deal certainty is a lot higher.

BC: Not really as we’re not looking to do
deals in sensitive industries. Our deals in
the US and Europe are mainly in consumerrelated businesses.
For us the main challenge is finding
assets that suit us, where we feel that there
is a viable and tangible China value creation
opportunity and where our involvement is
a real differentiating factor in the deal.
The key challenge is filtering through
that dealflow and identifying deals where
we truly believe we have the network and
resources to be a differentiated buyer for
that asset.
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process started a couple of years earlier.
If you take a look at what CITIC Capital
has done in the US historically, we have
done a lot of roll-ups. For us, taking that
know-how and expertise from our deals in
North America (where it is quite common)
and applying it to the China market is
another synergy we are starting to see. I
think the buyout market is going to continue to evolve and become more complex
in the next couple of years and we need to
make sure we invest in the right resources
to be able to go after those more complex
strategies.
How did your LPs respond to this?

I think LPs have been happy
with the integration. If you take a look
at the deals we have done for Fund III,
we have built a compelling portfolio.
Four China carve-outs from listed MNCs
in the last 12 months is sizable even by
US and European standards. And we are
not buying them for big multiples. If you
take a look at our current portfolio and
blend it together, we are buying assets for
single digit EV/EBITDA with double-digit
top line growth and EBITDA growth of
over 20 percent. These are all cashflow
generative, market-leading businesses in
high-growth sectors in China – it’s a pretty
compelling portfolio. n
EX:

What’s behind the cross-border
strategy for your third fund?
BC: A lot of the deals we did in Fund II
were deals where we had control but were
partners with existing owners. In Fund III,
we are doing a lot more “China buyout 2.0”type deals, where we take 100 percent of
the company. A big part of that strategy
over the last 12 months has been corporate
carve-outs. We have signed or closed five
corporate carve-outs in this fund, four in
the last 12 months. For McDonald’s, Wall
Street English, Global Marketing Intelligence Division and LifeStyles, these were
buyouts of China businesses from multinational companies. One of the things we
found is that there’s an international element to a lot of the deals we are doing
now, either where we are dealing with a
multinational company when we are buying
their China businesses, or, for example, with
condom manufacturer LifeStyles, most of
the EBITDA comes from China although
the company operates in many countries.
m ay 2018

We realised that to have the full suite of
capabilities and to go after deals like these,
we don’t only need the China know-how,
we also need the international presence
and team who can work with management
teams outside of China. I think that’s a key
synergy that we saw from the combination
of our US and China teams.
Tell us more about integrating your
US and China deal teams.
YZ: We thought the combination of the teams

was a natural move, that putting the team
together makes sense because the China
team is more sector-focused, and the US
team more transaction-driven. We said that
if we combined the two, we will have a deeper
understanding of the investment opportunities. The two teams merged seamlessly
together and now look at deals jointly from
due diligence to strategy execution and exits.
BC: We combined the US and China teams

formally when we raised Fund III but that
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

Yichen Zhang, founder, chairman and chief
executive of CITIC Capital, established the firm
in 2002. Under his leadership, CITIC Capital led
a number of landmark deals, investing in some
of China’s leading companies, including Alibaba,
Sina, Harbin Pharmaceutical, SF Express, AsiaInfo
and Focus Media.
Eric Xin is CITIC Capital’s senior managing director and managing partner, responsible for private
equity investments in China. Prior to joining the
firm, he was a management consultant at McKinsey & Company.
Boon Chew is a senior managing director and
managing partner at the firm. Prior to joining the
firm, Chew worked for Morgan Stanley, Whitney
& Co and UK private equity firm Charterhouse
Development Capital.
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CIC changes tack
The world’s second-biggest sovereign wealth fund
has signalled a strategy shift by shedding its 11-year
investment in Blackstone and pursuing more direct
investments in the US, writes Carmela Mendoza
Business as usual or a significant shift in
strategy? Whatever else you say about China
Investment Corporation’s decision in March
to exit its stake in Blackstone, it was certainly the end of an era for the world’s
second-biggest sovereign wealth fund.
The sale of its last remaining holding in
the US private equity powerhouse came 11
years after acquiring nearly 10 percent of
the firm. And while many analysts say the
sale can be considered as part of the normal
investment cycle for a large investor, CIC
has signalled that it plans to diversify.
Unveiling the fund’s three-year roadmap in March, CIC chairman Tu Guangshao said it planned to boost its exposure
to alternatives and direct investments to
up to 45 percent or more of its overseas
portfolio to drive better returns. Alternative
investments made up about 37 percent of
its global portfolio as of the end of 2016,
according to its latest annual report.
In an interview with Bloomberg on
16 March, Tu said CIC is also looking to
“increase allocations to some top-tier
investment firms that it has built good
long-term relationships with, especially
those that it can co-invest with”. He did
not name specific managers.
While it remains unclear as to the exact
reasons why CIC sold all of its shares in
Blackstone, market participants Private
Equity International spoke to said it could
be considered “business as usual” for an
investor such as CIC.
“Investors like CIC have portfolios to
manage and they look at the dynamics
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When we
started with
them they only
had two employees
Stephen Schwarzman

private equity international

of primary investments, secondaries and
direct investments and decide what combination of exposure they want to have
over the next three to five years and they
make adjustments accordingly,” says a Hong
Kong-based veteran fundraising specialist.
“It could be that CIC will focus on more
direct investing and reduce other passive
holdings that could be more beneficial in
the near-term for its return profile.”
CIC reported a 6.2 percent return on
its overseas investments in 2016, compared
with a negative 3 percent return in 2015,
despite geopolitical and macroeconomic
headwinds.
The $900 billion fund has been vocal
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THE CIC-BLACKSTONE RELATIONSHIP
27 June 2007
CIC picks up 9.3% stake
Beijing Wonderful
Investments, an vehicle
under CIC, buys a 9.3
percent stake in Blackstone
for $29.69 per share, a stake
worth $3 billion.

2007

2008

28 June 2007
Concern raised in
Congress
Senator James
Webb cites national
security concerns
as Blackstone owns
businesses that
develop technology
for military use.

2009

January 2015
CIC sets up direct
investment unit
CIC Capital is set up
with a mandate to
specialise in direct
investments.

2010

28 October 2008
CIC increases stake
CIC ups its stake in
Blackstone to
12.5 percent.

about its pursuit of overseas assets. Tu said
in Hong Kong in January that CIC is seeking
more direct investments in the US in an
effort to continue diversifying its portfolio.
The investor is targeting opportunities in
technology, manufacturing and infrastructure, and could also invest in sectors such
as healthcare.
In November CIC announced a partnership with Goldman Sachs for a $5 billion private equity fund that will invest in
US manufacturing companies that want a
China presence.
CIC, through its subsidiary Beijing
Wonderful Investments, picked up an
almost 10 percent stake worth about $3
billion in Blackstone before the US private equity giant’s IPO in 2007. It was one
of CIC’s first major investments since its
official establishment in September of the
same year. A year after the acquisition, CIC
increased its stake to 12.5 percent, Blackstone said in its 2008 annual report. It is
understood CIC trimmed its stake over
the years, and at the end of last year held
m ay 2018

May 2017
New York outpost
CIC opens its New
York office.

2011

2012

2013

September 2011
CIC sets up overseas unit
CIC establishes CIC
International to invest and
manage overseas assets
across private equity, real
estate, public markets and
bond investments and
hedge funds.

February 2018
Blackstone’s succession
revealed
Blackstone promotes real
estate head Jonathan Gray to
president and chief operating
officer, replacing Tony James.

2014

June 2017
Blackstone sells Logicor
to CIC
Blackstone confirms sale
of pan-European logistics
company Logicor to
CIC for €12.25 billion,
Europe’s biggest-ever PE
real estate deal.

a 4.5 percent stake in the firm, according
to local media reports.
“As of February 22 this year, Beijing
Wonderful Investments no longer owned
any non-voting common units,” Blackstone
said in its latest 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
A source with knowledge of the matter
says CIC’s divestment over the years was
“roughly breakeven and provided modest
gains”.
Blackstone’s stock price has seen wild
swings. Its all-time high was $43 in May
2015, and the low, when markets plummeted in early 2009, $4. A decade on, the
firm’s shares are trading at just a few dollars
above their $31 NewYork Stock Exchange
debut.
The source adds: “There hasn’t been
much CIC-Blackstone co-operation with
regard to private equity co-investments,
except for a few real estate deals Blackstone
offloaded to CIC.”
Notable transactions include the west
London office project Chiswick Park for
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

2015

February 22, 2018
CIC ends relationship
CIC via Beijing
Wonderful
Investments exits
investment in
Blackstone

2016

2017

2018

November 2017
CIC, Goldman launch
$5bn fund
CIC and Goldman Sachs
Group announce a joint
$5 billion fund to invest
in US manufacturing
companies.

£780 million ($1.3 billion; €1 billion), in
a deal completed in January 2014 and the
€12.3 billion sale last year of European
logistics provider Logicor, Europe’s largestever private equity real estate deal.
CIC’s move could not be more timely –
the sale comes amid trade tensions between
the China and US.
Industry watchers tell PEI they do not
read anything political in this development.
Blackstone chief executive and sometime
advisor to President Trump, Stephen
Schwarzman, also said in a Bloomberg TV
interview on 15 March that theirs will continue to be “a very long-term productive
relationship”.
“They are terrific partners to us, we do
lots of other things with them with enormous success… In fact, when we started
with them they only had two employees.
We helped them with their internal systems
and infrastructure and we know just about
virtually everybody there. It has been a very
productive relationship on a mutual basis,”
Schwarzman said. n
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

China’s succession challenge
Private equity has a key role to play in helping family-owned businesses find new
owners, says Kyle Shaw, the founder of mid-market specialist ShawKwei & Partners
Demographic and industrial transformation
offers significant opportunities for firms
looking to establish a foothold in China,
according to Kyle Shaw, founder and managing director of ShawKwei & Partners, a
mid-market manager with offices in Hong
Kong and Singapore.
What role does China play in your
portfolio companies?

We look at China as an integral part of the
larger Asia investment map. Our strategy is
to look for opportunities where a business
can operate across multiple countries. For
Asian companies that means developing a
specific China strategy. Likewise, if you are
investing in a Chinese company, you’ll need
a broader Asian strategy.
For example, we’ve helped AMOS, a
Singapore-based shipping services supplier, expand into Hong Kong and Shanghai. Another of our portfolio companies,
Beyonics, a precision-parts manufacturer,
has its headquarters and main production

Shaw: younger generation want high-tech jobs

20

facility in Singapore, but also has factories
in Changshu,Wuxi and Dongguan to supply
the leading Chinese auto-parts makers.
When we look at an investment theme,
we consider how we can roll it out in more
than one country. China has an abundant
labour pool with well-trained people, a
big domestic market and a fast growing
economy. There is an opportunity to leverage those characteristics with China’s
neighbours to create synergies and serve
customers better.
How does the country’s demographic offer up opportunities for
private equity?

The Chinese were poor until the 1970-80s
and those who came out of that experience
in the 1990s were hungry and hardworking.
As children they had nothing, but now many
are well off with successful businesses and
are eager consumers. The one child policy,
however, has resulted in fewer young people
and there is a massive generational chasm
between today’s 50- or 60-year olds and
today’s young adults.
The one child policy has also created
management succession issues because the
younger generation does not necessarily
want to run the family business. This is
creating challenges in succession planning
and opportunities for private equity firms
like us to step in and buy good businesses:
China alone has 16 million companies, of
which 86 percent are either individually
or family-owned.
And the younger generation don’t want
to do the type of menial jobs their parents
did. They are looking for more interesting
private equity international

high-tech jobs. That means the older manufacturing companies need to invest in
technology.
Are Chinese companies ready for
Industry 4.0, and the kind of digital
transformation required?

No. Many aren’t. Industry 4.0 needs significant investment, and there’s a reluctance of
older owners to invest substantial amounts
for unknown future benefits – especially at
a time in their lives when they are thinking
about taking money out of the company,
not putting it in.They are concerned about
who will run the business in the future,
how they can spend less time working and
how to manage the wealth they currently
have. They are not looking to sign up for a
lot more work. The family is thinking: ‘We
should be diversifying our wealth and not
doubling down with existing business.’
That’s where private equity plays a significant role. We can take a good business,
step in and take a five-year view on it,
invest capital, drive change like technology improvements and enterprise resource
planning and hire new people because we
want to build a business that we can sell in
five to six years. And if we want to do that
successfully, the business needs to have a
continuing outlook and footprint extending
well beyond our exit time.
What value creation levers do you
employ in your portfolio?

Private equity must drive change and operational improvements in portfolio companies to realise high returns. Since we invest
mainly in manufacturing companies, part of
may 201 8
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RIDING THE WAVE

What was your approach with
AMOS?

Singapore-based AMOS is typical of the
way we can help successful Asian firms
establish a foothold in China. AMOS provides supplies, services and solutions to
major international shipping ﬂeets and
oﬀshore oil and gas operators. We bought
a 60 percent stake for $17 million in 2014,
moving them to a new distribution centre
in Singapore, almost five times the original 50,000 sq ft facility. A new enterprise
resource planning system and increased
automation helped boost productivity.
The acquisition of Hong Kong-based
ship chandlery supplier World Hand Shipping in 2016 allowed AMOS to gain a foothold southern China. We also upgraded
the procurement business in Shanghai to
a fully licenced ship supply company after
obtaining more than a dozen licences.
That was followed in March 2018 by the
launch of our own in-house-brand called

the operational improvement is providing
factory and logistic facilities that are more
productive. It’s not just about having a new
facility but having one that is more efficient.
Another area is technology, making sure
we are using accounting enterprise resource
planning, inventory, tracking receivables
and working our cashflow better. Another
thing is beefing up management and ensuring we hire more people.We don’t just want
to rely on a few great leaders, we want our
companies to have a deeper bench where
you have a head of procurement, head of
marketing, head of operations, and so on.
And the final lever is a brand strategy.
For our companies, we consider strategic branding as an opportunity to create
value. Branding for us is about creating
m ay 2018

Ship shape: ShawKwei helped AMOS expand in China

Alcona, with products ranging from cleaning agents to protective clothing. Alcona
unifies 15 of AMOS’s different brands under
one name. Marketing a branded product
is an unusual step for an industrial company, but we are confident the product
portfolio will grow and help expand the
AMOS brand regionally. We also have an
e-commerce platform at alconasupply.com

where companies with workers not only in
shipping but also offshore oil & gas, construction and mining can buy protective
clothing gear and supplies.
The top-line has risen by more than 25
percent in each of the last three years, following these improvements, and we want
to continue scaling up operations in Hong
Kong, Shanghai and Singapore.

shareholder value. Branding makes sure our
staff know the company’s market position
and value proposition to customers. When
we sell the business, the last thing we want
is for the company to be a well-kept secret.

China alone
has 16 million
companies, of
which 86 percent are
either individually or
family-owned

What’s next for your current portfolio?

With AMOS, we have a relatively young
management team and expect to grow our
capabilities as the businesses grow.The last
few years have been challenging for shipping, offshore and gas industries, but these
are cycles. I want us to be profitable in the
current cycle and if things pick up, then we
will benefit from that.
One recent investment is Gaylin, a rigging and lifting gear manufacturer, which
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

needs a rebrand after growing in the last
five years through the acquisition of four
companies.These have yet to be integrated,
so we plan a transformation into a onecompany identity and focus. We will look
to reduce surplus inventory as we move
to a solutions-oriented business model.n
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PERFORMANCE ROOM

VALUE CREATION

Growing pains
IRRs in China are comparable with those in US and Europe, but a maturing economy is
forcing funds to work harder to generate returns, writes Nathan Williams
In China, declining growth is not a sign
of a weakening economy but a maturing
one. China’s GDP growth rate halved from
a peak of more than 12 percent in 2008 to
below 7 percent in 2017. But rather than
negatively impact private equity deal-making, this shift appears to have spurred on a
new wave of activity.
According to Bain & Company’s AsiaPacific Private Equity Report 2018, there
were 569 deals in greater China in 2017,
28 percent more than the 2012-16 average,
transacted for a total value of $73 billion,
56 percent up on that four-year average.
“What’s changed is that first rush of
growth is coming to a stage of maturation. Lots of private businesses are now
focused on addressing the unmet needs of
the burgeoning middle class – something
state-owned companies have done poorly
or not at all, but competition is fierce,” says
David Pierce, managing director and head
of Asia for HQ Capital.
Private equity firms are being forced to
take a more hands-on approach to value
creation.
“The previous stage of private equity
activity in China was about macro growth
and fundamentals. It was quite easy to make
a return when the overall market is growing
as fast as it was. A lot of the time, say five
years ago, investors just left the company
alone and it grew,” says KikiYang, a partner
in Bain & Company’s Hong Kong office and
its regional practice co-leader for greater
China.
“But as the macro environment goes
down, private equity investors are moving
from a reliance on top-line growth to a
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GREATER CHINA

2017 DEALS
(vs 2012-16 avg)

2017 EXITS
(vs 2012-16 avg)

$73bn

$48bn

(+56%)

569

deals (+28%)

(+9%)

393

exits (+86%)

Source: Bain & Company
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focus on value creation, performance
improvement and driving margin differences after acquisition.”
High entry multiples also require
a focus on operational skills, says Yang.
“China deals are more expensive so funds
have to have the ability to work with the
portfolio team.”
Pierce says a challenging exit environment – “exits have been difficult to come
by in Asia generally and China in particular”
– is driving greater openness on the part
of Chinese business owners to accept private equity investment. “Expertise such as
helping get listed in the US or Hong Kong
is one of those value-added elements that
companies are looking to private equity for,”
Pierce says.
The growing popularity of buyouts is,
in turn, changing the nature of the exit
environment. “Exit activity is less reliant on
IPOs as the number of control transactions
is increasing and these tend to be exited
through trade sales,” says Mingchen Xia,
managing director on Hamilton Lane’s fund
investment team.
With dry powder at record levels, stalled
capital has crowded the space. This has led
to high entry multiples, which is creating
opportunities for secondaries buyers. “Many
funds raised in the 2000s were invested on
the assumption that there would be an IPO
exit but if that didn’t happen there was no
Plan B. Such funds are coming to the end
of their lives with a significant portfolio
remaining. So yes for our secondaries strategy we can get great discounts to NAV,”
says Pierce.
But he says these sorts of deals are not
may 201 8
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Private equity
investors are
moving from
a reliance on top-line
growth to a focus on
value creation

Quarterly IRR since 2011: China vs US and Europe
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HQ Capital’s David Pierce says the dispersion of returns between the top and
bottom quartile is much greater than in
the US or Europe. “However, when we
look at our average returns from China
they are consistently comparable with

European or US funds.” Data from eFront
confirms this, showing Chinese funds
recorded an average IRR of 10.03 percent
from 2011 to 2017, with US funds generating 9.51 percent and Western Europe
funds clocking a 12.89 percent IRR.
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Despite more buyout deals and increased
capital deployment, being the stand-out
growth country in Asia means China
has drawn in a lot of private equity
money. There is now a significant capital overhang. Bain estimates that overall
Asia-Pacific funds are sitting on record
amounts of dry powder – $225 billion, or

m ay 2018

around 2.2 years’ worth of future investment. Yang says the amount of unspent
money has created a steep entry barrier
to potential newcomers.
“The space is very crowded already
and look at the dry powder. Unless you
acquire a team with experience, it is very
hard to get a foothold (in China).”

the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

a one-way bet: “What is the NAV based
on? It may not be achievable or based on a
realistic time frame. It’s not easy pickings
but there are opportunities to work with
GPs and investors.”
While more activism from private
equity managers is key in a crowded, highpriced, maturing market, some investors
say GDP growth of nearly 7 percent means
the macro story remains the growth driver
– and that this doesn’t necessarily translate
to higher returns.
“In China fundamentals are still the
main drivers,” says Guido Justen, head of
alternatives at multi-billion German fund
investor Helaba Invest. “And in terms of
realised IRR and multiples, I’m not sure the
outcome is that different from established
markets because firstly there are fewer
experienced managers and so they don’t
deliver performance far above average: they
tend to be swimming in the mainstream of
5 to 6 percent growth. And secondly, it’s
easier to have a 1.5 or 1.7 multiple because
you can make mistakes without losing the
fundamental speed of growth happening at
the macro level.”
For Yang, despite the still robust macro
growth, activism and outperformance are
entwined. “The better performing funds
take an activism approach to portfolio management. Whether it’s organic, add on, or
performance improvements, we are going
to see more activist investors as the ones
driving value.” n
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

Playing the long game
The next decade will favour thematic investors
that focus on China’s evolving mid-market,
says Chris Lerner, head of Asia for Eaton Partners
China is in the headlines daily making its
presence felt on the world stage. If the
globalisation of the renminbi, trade tariff
retaliations, increasing spend on military
and aerospace and surprise diplomatic
moves with North Korea are not enough
to convince you, then Xi Jin Ping’s removal
of term limits for the presidency should at
least remind us that China is playing the
long game. Our lens for investing in private
equity should be no different.
The traditional private equity toolkit
has become something of a commodity in
most markets. The buzzwords change but
the core approach to mid-market buyouts
remains the same mix of strategic planning, new sales and marketing initiatives,
new hires, operational improvement, better
financial and accounting systems, and balance sheet optimisation.
The yearn from overseas investors for
buyout strategies and good old-fashioned
value add in China is constant. The strategy is proven in the US where PE returns
have been on a tear. Distributions have outpaced capital calls for the past few years,

with consistency valued above
all else – a stable team with a
repeatable formula for success. How much
longer and at what levels that will persist in
the US is the subject of another discussion.
STARTING POINT

While savvy fundraisers in China are happy
to sell you this buyout dream, China is different. The starting point is different. The
pace and depth of change is different. The
skill sets to succeed therefore must also be
different. Indeed, the definition of insanity
in Chinese private equity is doing the same
thing over and over again, and expecting
the same results.
Different does not, however, imply
greater uncertainty (or associated risk).
Past and future are discernible and almost
visibly tangible in China. Technology and
the new economy are gradually replacing
and transforming every industry while
addressing China’s unique social and demographic needs. As investors, we therefore
need a different framework for assessing
opportunities across the lifecycle of an

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ECONOMY
adapt
connect

innovate
New platforms
and digital
infrastructure

Domestic and
intra-regional
expansion

Adjacent
business and
consumer services

consolidate

“Winner
takes all”
transformational
building blocks

upgrade

Expanding
middle-market
opportunity set

New
national and
multinational
champions

Source: Eaton Partners
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industry and its participants.
Only within that context may
we then better understand how
venture capital and private equity
firms are adapting best practices
and applying technology to drive
growth and create new market leaders. Therein we may also understand why
to date distributions have taken longer and
been lumpier; why buyouts and control in
the China context won’t necessarily in itself
lead to better DPI; and, most importantly,
how the next decade of outperformance and
value creation in private equity will depend
less on a front-end consumption-led growth
story (for which one has to pay up anyway)
and more on building the next generation
of middle market businesses that remove
inefficiencies through intellectual property
driven productivity improvements.
MISLEADING MEASURES

The notion that private equity in China is a
winner-takes-all game is only partially correct and should not be considered a constant. A common derivative of this notion
is that China has too much money chasing
too few deals.There is no doubt the market
has been incredibly competitive. Still, penetration rates in private equity and relative
measures of capital raised can be misleading.
For example, the reported numbers for venture capital appear astronomical. However,
a closer look at the more than $40 billion of
RMB assets under management reveals that
this money is not really focused on venture
capital but rather on policy and subsidies to
support and transform SOEs and promote
the upgrade of the manufacturing sector – a
long-time bedrock of the Chinese middle
market.
In reality, these funds do not compete
much with the traditional venture capitalists.They no doubt have an impact. Government-led direct investment has always been
may 201 8
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a major factor in GDP. However, over the
past decade, it’s been the traditional private market funds that we have seen build
China’s new platforms premised on digital
infrastructure and mobile technology. The
BATJs (Baidu, Alibaba,Tencent and JD.com)
are the pillars of this backbone.
Alongside these internet giants, new
ecosystems inclusive of start-ups and strategically important SOEs, and corresponding physical infrastructure have also been
built. Today China already claims over one
quarter of the world’s unicorns. And by no
means is this stage of development over.
Most traditional VCs in China still take
a B2C perspective scanning the market for
new platform opportunities. The so-called
TMDs (Toutiao, Meituan-Dianping and
Didi Chuxing) are among this next wave
of winners. In fact, in 2017, half of the largest private financing rounds globally took
place in China, according to Pitchbook.This
trend should continue.
PLAYING CATCH-UP

Naturally, funds focused on such investments tend to result in longer holds with
value drivers for performance centred on
one or two key investments. However, as
we look ahead, the core private markets
opportunity set is shifting and arguably will
expand.While it is true that consumptionled rebalancing has been in full swing and
China has cut its reliance on exports by
almost half in the last decade, the middle
market still has a lot of catching up to do.
A comparison between the US and
China is helpful in forming a clearer understanding. On the surface, both segments
represent similar contributions to overall
employment and economic output. However, in China the focus and composition
of companies in the middle market account
for a far lower percent of business services
and consumer-focused business.The last 20
m ay 2018

MIDDLE-MARKET GAP

$1.7trn

economic output

$1trn

$14,300

turnover per capita

$3,300

75-80%

share of new economy

30-40%

346

true mid-market
private equity firms

134

Source: Oxford Economics and Preqin

years have supported the rise of the private
enterprise. Still, the next 20 years will see
considerable turnover among those legacy
companies, both stated-owned and private.
Next-generation companies will be technology driven and service-oriented. Moreover, as the aforementioned new platforms
and digital infrastructure take hold, new
solutions and systems are being created to
help adapt, organise, process and connect
these pillars.
Big data, cybersecurity, mobility services, new energy solutions and business-tobusiness exchanges are all examples where
companies are filling gaps and entering a
cycle of continuous improvement.This will
become the core focus for the next generation of theme-focused middle-market
private equity firms.
RECASTING ITS REPUTATION

Additionally, the Belt and Road initiative is
creating new pathways for growth beyond
lower-tier cities and across 65 countries
on three continents for Chinese companies
to export its IP and recast its reputation
from exploiters of copyright in China to
influencers in copyright from China. It’s not
only about new business models or products
like Xiaomi, ViVo, Castbox and Kuaishou
but also companies like TransferEasy that
the china s pecial 2 0 1 8

offer solutions for problems such as overseas settlement in RMB that didn’t exist
before mobile payments and cross border
e-commerce.
Given the persistent structural financing imbalances from the state-led banking
sector (which has its own issues to resolve),
private equity will play an instrumental role
in reshaping the leaders in every sub-sector
and region across China.
At the same time, consolidation in the
old economy will continue to take place.
Annual M&A transaction volume quadrupled and the number of transactions more
than doubled between 2013 and 2016 when
there were more than 1,600 deals totalling
$212 billion. In 2017, similar levels of M&A
continued with over 1,400 deals totalling
$214 billion, according to Zero2IPO.
Interestingly, during the same period the
number of USD domiciled private equity
firms with a true middle market growth
strategy and fund size have decreased both
on a relative and absolute basis.The number
of China private equity firms managing RMB
or USD denominated funds of between $500
million and $2.0 billion are still only a little
over one-third of those in the US, according
to Preqin. All else equal, this vacancy in the
middle should benefit private equity performance in China over the next cycle. n
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FUNDRAISING

Going steady
The average size of
China-focused funds fell in
2017 but capital raised still
beat target levels. Here’s
the lowdown on China’s
private equity industry
from PEI’s data team

PAST THE PEAK

Average size of China-focused private equity funds ($m)

312.73 117.78 198.42 338.94
2008 2009 2010
2011

336.64
2012

183.65 246.36
2013
2014

373.72
2015

640.79
2016

386.92
2017

126.85
YTD 2018

Source: Private Equity International

ON TARGET

Proportion of China-focused private equity funds that met their
target at final close
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On target
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2015
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POSITIVE TERRITORY

Difference between capital targeted and raised by China-focused
private equity funds
$bn

1.77
0.82
0.36

0.40
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Source: Private Equity International
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Total capital raised – total capital targeted
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ASIA FOCUS

358

2% <1% <1%

Number of China-based funds
closed since 1 January 2010,
by regional focus

China-based funds since 2010
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Asia-Pacific

Number of funds

Multi-Regional
Latin America
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Of China-focused funds met or
exceeded their targets in 2017

Source: Private Equity International

CAPITAL EFFORT

Leading Chinese fund managers, by capital raised since
1 January 2010
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Hony Capital
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China Development
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Source: Private Equity International

TECH FOCUS

Sectors-targeted by China-focused funds closed since
1 January 2010
China-focused funds
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LOCAL LOWDOWN

SHANGHAI

Where to eat, drink and raise capital
The main LPs to meet? The most jaw-dropping view? The best breakfast spots?
Shanghai-based executives Sun Dayi and Chris Lerner give hints for first-time visitors
Which airport should I fly into?

Hongqiao, if your destination is not the
Pudong area, says Sun Dayi, founding partner of Haiyi Capital. “It is much closer to the
city. However, if you want to try the Maglev
train, it connects Pudong Airport.”
Where’s best to stay?

“If you are not in town exclusively on business then the Peninsula is a beautiful modern
property with classic Shanghai art deco flare.
The service and food are excellent. Check
out the rooftop bar for a great view of the
Bund,” says Chris Lerner, head of Asia for
Eaton Partners.
Any recommendations for a breakfast meet?

“For power breakfasts, the Waldorf probably wins,” says Lerner. “But formal is not
always the way to go: try al fresco spots on
Anfu Road or for Shanghainese try Da Hu
Chun.” Sun cautions that local eateries can
be noisy, so suggests a hotel or the Element
Fresh restaurant in the Jing’an district.
Which restaurant would impress a client?

Shanghai is a host to wonderful private eating
clubs and dining venues in renovated landmarks such as KEE Club, Guilin Mansion
and Fu1015, says Lerner. Failing that, “the
Michelin guide is a good start”, says Sun.
Which building has the most jaw-dropping
view?

The buildings on the North Bund, including the Grand Hyatt and the W Shanghai,
are best, says Sun. Lerner agrees: “Since it
first opened in 1999-2000, Cloud 9 [at the
top of the Hyatt’s Jin Mao tower] has never
disappointed for a birds-eye view,” he says.
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Prime sight: the Bund is a must-see

Where do you suggest for a morning run?
Which LPs should I visit?

“There are some large insurance companies based in Shanghai, such as Ping’an,
CPIC and Taiping. These firms have
invested in GPs overseas. Shanghai is also
the home office for many independent
wealth management companies. Gopher,
the largest among them, invests in USD
GPs,” says Sun.

Where should I head for a night out?

The best place to hang out is probably
the Bund or Xintiandi, says Sun, but for
better value head to the Dagu Road which
is “within walking distance of two of the
best jazz bars in Shanghai”. Lerner suggests
strolling “the former French concession in
Xuhui District for the best mix of lounges,
clubs, drinking establishments and late
night hang-outs”.
private equity international

Lerner recommends historical Fuxing Park,
while Sun says the ex-French concession and
Century Park are both popular places to jog.
Where’s the most enjoyable day trip?

“Start from old Yuyuan in the morning,
then move to the ex-French concession for
lunch,” says Sun. “In the afternoon, you can
explore the local designer stores there and
the many small cafes. Move to the Bund
for dinner and the view, then to Xintiandi
for bars.” Outside Shanghai, Lerner says:
“If you’ve been to Hangzhou and Moganshan then try Anji or the water town of
Zhujiajiao.”
Where can I pick up a last-minute gift?

Tianzifang is the agreed choice. As Lerner
says: “The best option from classic to modern
stuff, and true art to hokey souvenirs are in
the maze of Tianzifang.” n
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